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CABLE - RG59+2 COMPOSITE 100M BLACK

Popular "2 in 1 Shotgun" Style Cable with Video
and Power to Save Installation Time & Money!

Key Features
Easily Separated for Fast Install Power Cores 7 x 0.38mm

Glued Foil Sheath Two In One Saves Time & Money

Low Loss - 2.5dB per 100m 100 M on Wooden Drum

Solid Copper Core for Long Runs Handy Metre Markers

Description
Our best selling RG59+2 composite cable allows you to send power and a video signal down
just the one cable, saving you installation time and money fitting 1 cable instead of  2!

The RG59 co-ax has a 0.7mm copper core to give maximum video quality on longer cable
runs and is shielded with a glued foil sheath to protect against interference. This also prevents
the problem of loose foil shorting to the centre-pin.

The two cables run in shotgun style can easily be separated to allow the power cores to be
taken to a power source leaving the RG59 to be crimped for connection to a DVR, camera or
monitor. The power cores are 0.15 x 24 stranded to prevent interruptions and are colour coded
red 12V and black 0V to avoid any errors in connection. These power cores can also be used
to run 24V AC.

This cable is supplied in 100M rolls with a black sheath.
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CABLE - RG59+2 COMPOSITE 100M BLACK

Antihum is the UK’s leading CCTV cable made popular by the industry thanks to its quality
construction, here’s why:

Solid Copper Centre cores not inferior coated alternatives like CCS or CCA*
Glued foil sheaths (not loose) to prevent shorting on the centre pin
Supplied on wooden drums so not soggy card reels
Quality protective sheath resists cable damage

Did you know?

Copper is a better conductor of electricity than gold so it is the top choice. Aluminium is only
61% as good as copper so can be a real false economy to fit.

How It Works
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CABLE - RG59+2 COMPOSITE 100M BLACK

What's In The Box

RG59 + 2 Composite Black Cable 100 Metre

Specification
Sheath Colour Black
RG59 Core 0.7mm Bare Copper Conductor
RG59 Shield Braid 48 x 0.12mm CCA
RG59 Foil Copper Coated Aluminium
Impedance 75 Ohm
Outer Sheath PVC
Power 2 insulated cores for low voltage
Power Core Size 7 x 0.38mm CCA
Colours Red=12v Black=0v
Pack Quantity 1
Cable Length 100 Metre Roll
Dimensions 100 m Roll 275mm Roll Dia.

Installer Details :
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